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Developmental Skills Continuum
2.6 years – 6.6 years

THE BUILDING BLOCKS FOR LEARNING
GROSS MOTOR

Jumps Off Floor
Walks 8’ Line
Throws Ball
Hops on One Foot
Balances on One Foot
Catches Ball
Bounces Ball
Gallops
Skips
Jumps Rope

FINE MOTOR
2.6 – 3 years
3.6 – 4 years
4.6 years -5 years
5.6 -6 years
6.6 years

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

Strings Beads
Screws 1” Nut and Bolt, Lids
Copies Circle
Traces Straight Line
Copies, +, V
Copies Square
Cuts Circle
Copies Triangle
Copies Numbers, Letters
Copies Words, Sentences

VISUAL MEMORY

Matches Colors
Matches Shapes
2.6 – 3 years
Matches Pictures
Works Puzzles
3.6 – 4 years
Sees Likenesses and Differences in Pictures
Matches Designs
4.6– 5 years
Compares Size – Smallest to Largest
Matches Numbers
5.6 – 6 years
Matches Letters
Matches Words
6.6 years

Names Objects Seen
Recalls Pictures
Tells Missing Item
Produces Color Sequence
Produces Picture Sequence
Build Block Model
Produces Shape Sequence
Produces Design as seen
Recalls Numerical Forms
Recalls Word Forms

AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION

AUDITORY MEMORY

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

Identifies Common Sounds
Identifies Location of Sound
2.6 – 3 years
Repeats Beginning Sounds
Repeats Ending Sounds
3.6 – 4 years
Repeats Medial Sounds
Hears Differences in Sounds
4.6 – 5 years
Identifies Beginning Sounds
Matches Rhyming Words
5.6 – 6 years
Matches Beginning Sounds with Pictures
Matches Ending Sounds with Pictures
6.6 years

Understands Nouns
Understands Action Pictures
Knows Body Parts
Understands Prepositions
Identifies Described Pictures
Understands Categories
Understands Plurals
Knows Directionality (Right – Left)
Understands Directional Concepts
Matches Written Word to Spoken Word

2.6 – 3 years
3.6 – 4 years
4.6 – 5 years
5.6 – 6 years
6.6 years

COMPREHENSION

Understands “Big and Little”
Discriminates “Long and Short”
Makes Associations
Understands Basic Number Concepts
Names Consequences
Uses Quantitative Concepts
Makes Comparisons
Sequences
Classifies
Recognizes Cause and Effect

Repeats 2 Digits
Repeats 5 Syllable Sentence
Repeats Clapping Rhythm
Repeats 3 Numbers
Follows 2 Step Directions
Repeats 11 Syllable Sentence
Follows 3 Step Directions
Repeats 4 Numbers
Recalls Story Facts
Answers Sequence Questions

Names Common Objects
Names Uses of Objects
Names Actions
Answers Questions
Gives Purpose
Describes Picture
Tells Story from Sequence
Describes Object
Defines Simple Words
Uses Irregular Plurals

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
2.6 – 3 years
3.6 – 4 years
4.6 – 5 years
5.6 – 6 years
6.6 years

Shows Feelings
Interacts with Peers
Plays Cooperatively
Seeks New Experiences
Separates from Parents
Maintains Interest
Shows Pride
Shows Social Awareness
Demonstrates Responsibility
Aware of Consequences

We recommend that children start Kindergarten when all skills including maturity are at a developmental age of 5.6 years.
Pre-Academics in Reading, Spelling, Writing, and Math begin when we see all Development moving between 6.0 to 6.6 years.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
Developed 1986, Revalidated 1992, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015, 2019

PATHWAYS TO LEARNING
GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

THE DEVELOPMENT AND AWARENESS
OF LARGE MUSCLE ACTIVITY

FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SMALL
SMALL OF THE BODY

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO VISUALLY DIFFERENTIATE
THE FORMS AND SYMBOLS IN ONE’S
ENVIRONMENT

VISUAL MEMORY DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO RECALL ACCURATELY
PRIOR VISUAL EXPERIENCES

AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO RECEIVE AND
DIFFERENTIATE AUDITORY STIMULI

AUDITORY MEMORY DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO RETAIN AND RECALL
AUDITORY INFORMATION

RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND WORDS IN
ACCORD WITH CHRONOLOGICAL AGE

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO EXPRESS ONESELF
VERBALLY

COMPREHENSION DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO USE JUDGEMENT AND
REASONING AS THE CHILD UNDERSTANDS
HIS OR HER ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO RELATE MEANINGFULLYTO
OTHERS AND BE ACCEPTED IN BOTH ONETO-ONE AND GROUP SITUATIONS

ATTENDING SKILL DEVELOPMENT

THE ABILITY TO MAINTAIN APPROPRIATE
ATTENTION SPAN TO TASK, TAKE TASKS TO
COMPLETION, LISTEN TO DIRECTIONS

UNDERSTANDING THE
BUILDING BLOCKS OF
LEARNING

Chancy & Bruce Educational Resources, Inc.
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"WE MUST ADJUST TO CHANGING TIMES, BUT STILL HOLD
TO UNCHANGING PRINCIPLES!"
SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT YOUNG CHILDREN:
These are the critical years between birth and age eight, for developing
attitudes of self-worth. These years are best enhanced by a learning
environment that offers developmentally appropriate opportunities for
children in the home as well as in the school. Each child needs to
progress at his/her own pace and style of learning through the many,
various stages. Encourage, but do not pressure learning. Respect
childhood and know that certain achievements must be met before a
child will be ready to move ahead. Because all aspects of growth are
interrelated, consider the child's cognitive, physical, social, and
emotional development. Always consider the WHOLE CHILD!
Children learn from seeing, hearing, touching, experienc;ing. To interpret
reality, children must expe_rjenc;e their surroundings through imagination
and discovery.
Children need unhurried periods of time to explore and experiment with
objects, toys, or materials from their environment.
Children learn from choosing. To achieve a reliable sense of right and
wrong, children must learn to make choices. It is our task and
responsibility to make this possible.
Children must begin when they are very young to believe that they a.re
capable of making good decisions.
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UNDERSTANDING CHILDREN AND HOW THEY
LEARN:
1.

2.

. 3.

4.

5.

RECOMMENDED READING:

Your Child's Growing Mind by Jane M. Healy, PhD.
Endangered Minds by Jane M. Healy, PhD.
The Hurried Child by David Elkind, PhD.
Touchpoints by T. Berry Brazelton, MD.

2

6.

7.

At birth, the average newborn brain weighs a mere 310
grams, by the age of 2 brain weight will triple, and by the
age of 7 the weight will represent 90% of its adult weight.
Parents are the first and most important teacher in their
child's life. Staying involved and providing children with a
supportive, nurturing environment will help strengthen the
learning process.
The brain needs to be stimulated and challenged, however
activities and curriculum need to be considered in terms of
what is "brain appropriate" or "developmentally
appropriate" for this age level.
Studies indicate that being actively involved in the
environment and socializing in the environment will
~ stimulate growing brains in an appropriate way. An activity
which engages interest, imagination, and sparks the desire
to seek out an answer, ponder a question, or create a
response helps to enrich the brain's growing power.
Children who are hurried from one activity to another may
get a lot of sensory input, but will be shortchanged on the
time-consuming process of forming association networks to
understand and organize experience meaningfully.
The Brain thrives on: Good Nutrition, loving Touch,
Movement, language, Direct Experience through
Unstructured Exploration, and Community.
It is important that brain regions go through a process called
myelination. Before this process is complete there is
evidence that the regions of the brain will not operate
efficiently. According to Dr. Jane Healy, "trying to make
children master academic skills for which they do not have
the requisite maturation may result in mixed-up patterns for
learning."
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THE CURIOUS BRAIN
"The cure for boredom is curiosity. There is no cure for curiosity."
The Brain thrives on: Good Nutrition, Loving Touch, Movement,
language, Direct Experience through Unstructured Exploration, and
Community.
We have a tendency to provide children with so much structure that we
are teaching them "what" to think, rather than "ho�' to think. The
"how" to think comes through self-directed play and plenty of
unstructured time.
Over the last 25 years, looking at children ages 3 to 12 years, there has
been a drop of approximately 12 hours a week of free time for
unstructured activities, while involvement in structured sports has gone
up by 50%. Some parents feel that they have to have their child's life
mapped out by the time they are 8 years old. Some parents see
unstructured play as a waste of time or they are concerned that their
child will become bored and boredom equals behavior problems.
Electronic Media, screen time or monitor time can do more harm than
good when it come to developing the curious brain. Dr. Linn from
Harvard Medical School notes that although this type of media might be
entertaining it can be "antithetical to play." "Play is about discovering
what the world is all about and not becoming a passive spectator limited
by rules that other people have engineered." There is speed, noise,
action and distraction, and she feels that children need time, space, and
silence.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PLAY:
Play helps guide young children's learning by giving them:
A chance to transform materials into meaningful symbols.
A chance to develop an inquiring mind and explore personal
feelings.
A chance to develop curiosity; to create, imagine, and
experiment.
A c�ance to learn how to solve problems.
A chance to learn to workwith groups - both large and small.
A chance to learn to respect the rights of others.
A chance to learn to cope with disappointment.
A chance to learn about others' feelings.
A chance to assert themselves and to feel important.
A chance to develop hobbies and broaden their interests.
A chance to develop the foundation for formal learning.
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Learning Experiences:
1.

Every situation is a learning experience.

2.
3.

t with other
Children need to be nurtured and have social contac
people to learn.
J
the
and
people
with
ctions
intera
Children learn through their
environment.

4.

Play is an essential component to learning.

5.

Hands-on activities result in lifelong learned skills.

6.

When a child has a choice in selecting his/her own activities,
involvement is increased.

7.

All children's senses need to be stimul�ted - though not at the
same time, in an enriched atmosphere''.

8.

Activities presented to children should match their stage of
development and their interest level.

9.

There should be a balance between activity and rest - between
quiet learning and active learning.

RESEARCH BASED ON FINDINGS FROM
CHANCY AND BRUCE EDUCATIONAL

RESOURCES, INC.:
1.

2.

Brain based delivery of curriculum is crucial for learning.

3.

Parent Education is critical in understanding developmental
mitestones, how to recognize those milestones, understanding
when to start a child In school, and when to seek appropriate
intervention. Parents often misunderstand the process of play
and the need for play.

4.

Early intervention is the key to making a difference in helping a
child to attain developmental milestones when a delay in
development is apparent. Intervention should not be based on a
discrepancy model, but on whether or not the child is meeting
age appropriate criteria for that milestone within a 6-month age
range. There is a difference between being developmentally
young and being developmentally delayed.

5.

The change in curriculum standards/benchmarks in the Primary
Grades indicates that children should start school with a
developmental age of 5.6 years as compared to 1984 when
starting school with a developmental age of 5.0 years appeared
adequate.

10. Children need a loving, stress-free environment for optimal
learning to occur.

6

The process of educational play in early childhood programs is
critical for the development of the brain. We found that when
the Prefrontal Cortex was the main p athway for curriculum
delivery by the third grade children struggled with abstract
thinking, critical thinking, and many times lack school interest.
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RESEARCH CONTINUED:
6.

7.

8.

9.

Entering First Grade at grade level was critical for success in
future grades. We found it to be a "misconception" that
children catch up by Third Grade. We found that children
entering First Grade below grade level in reading continu�d
below grade level throughout their school years without some
type of support services.
As we followed students through high school, age did not appear
to be a factor if a learning disability/problem was not present.
Success with peer groups and academic achievement became
more important than chronological age.
We found that when the developmental age of a child and the
level of curriculum do not match, it is hard for the child to attain
success at grade level. We found up to 20% of children were in
the wrong grade. Either the child was not at grade level in
acadenJic achievement or they were young in social-emotional
maturity or a combination of both.
We found that children do better when they are involved in
unstructured, large motor activities for no less than one hour a
day.

10. "Screen Activity" should be limited to no more than 1 hour a
day. This includes T.V., m�>nitors, cell phones, and computers.
Children should experience no screen time under the age of 2.

PATHWAYS TO LEARNING:
GROSS MOTOR - the development and awareness of large muscle
activity
FINE MOTOR - the development of the small muscles of the body
VISUAL DISCRIMINATION - the ability to visually differentiate the forms
and symbols in one's environment
VISUAL MEMORY - the ability to accurately recall prior visual experiences
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION - the ability to receive and differentiate
auditory stimuli
AUDITORY MEMORY - the ability to retain and recall auditory
information
RECEPTIVE LANUGAGE - the ability to understand words in accord with
chronological age
EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE - the ability to express oneself verbally
COMPREHENSION - the ability to use judgment and reasoning as the child
understands his or her environment
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT - the ability to relate meaningfully
to others and be accepted in both one-to-one and group situations

One specialist has stated, "Children are born when they are ready, they
walk when they are ready, they talk when they are ready, but they have
to start school when they are told they make a cut-off date. Since when
does a birthday indicate readiness for school?"
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REGIONS Of THE BRAIN:

UNDERSTANDING BRAIN DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH THE PATHWAYS TO LEARNING:
CEREBELLUM - coordinates movement, balance and muscle coordination.
It is the foundation for all learning. Connections are made throughout
the brain. "We first learn to move; we then move to learn."
Gross Motor and Fine Motor Pathway
'OCCIPITAL LOBE - processes visual information and visual processing.
Before we learn the alphabet, we must first must learn to recognize same
and different and how our world fits together visually. We must also
remember what we see both sequentially and randomly.
Visual Discrimination and Visual Memory Pathway
TEMPORAl�lOBE - processes smell and auditory processing. This area
also helps to sort new infqrmation and is responsible for short term
memory. Receptive lang4age is processed in this area. learning to
identify sounds and hear differences in sounds is critical for learning
phonics and word decoding. We must also remember what we hear.
Auditory Discrimination, Auditory Memory, Receptive language Pathway
PARIETAL LOBE - right side deals with spatial relationships, left side deals
with written and spoken language. Both Receptive and Expressive
language develop in this area. Reading with children and understanding
the importance of repetition is very important at this age.
Receptive and Expressive language Pathway

10

FRONTAL LOBE -processes higher cognitive functions, problem solving,
organizing, planning, concentration and attention span.
Comprehension, Executive Function
CORPUS CALLOSUM - connects right and left hemisphere to allow for
communication between the hemispheres. Allows for the beginning of
abstract thinking, critical awareness and the building of the prefrontal
cortex lobe. Usually connects to prefrontal cortex by the age of 6 to 6 ½
years. This would be the proper time to begin a more formal
instructional program.
11
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GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITIES:
Gross Motor development is the awareness of large muscle activity such
as the muscles in the arms and legs.

FINE MOTOR ACTIVITIES:
Fine Motor development is the awareness of the small muscles of the
body.

Walk, run, march, dance, hop, gallop, and skip if possible to the
rhythms of a piano or a drum.

Use day or playdough, finger paint, color, weave, fold, cut, lace,
tie, etc.

Creep with opposite hand and knee striking the floor at the
same time.

Fit objects togethe� such as nesting cubes, simple puzzles, and
cut-out stencils.

Roll at different speeds.
Walk up and down stairs using alternate feet. Walk on tip toes
and walk backwards.

Demonstrate making shapes with your hand and arm, beginning
with a circle, a square, etc., in the air, on a board, on paper. If
necessary, hold the child's hand and help them carry through the
movement.

Stand with hands at side. On command have your child jump
and spread their feet while they clap their hands above their
head.

Have your child copy shapes with their pointer finger in salt, rice,
pudding. Shapes should not be from memory, but seen in the
environment, or copied from a piece of paper or board.

Try body stunts such as a rabbit hop, duck walk, tumbling,
push-ups, rolling a hoop, playing on a jungle gym.

String beads in a reproduction of a pattern. String macaroni,
sew with yarn, burlap or felt.

Walk a line 6 inches wide, 8 to 12 feet in length in a heel to toe
manner, forward and backward.
Roll, toss, bounce, and catch a ball. Start with a 7" playground
ball and change to a smaller ball gradually.

Use toys such as marbles, peg boards, Tinker Toys, Lincoln Logs,
blocks, Legos, and Pick-Up Sticks.
Encourage self-help skills such as snapping, buttoning, lacing,
zipping, and dressing oneself.
Trace and outline. Practice turning pages of a book one page at
a time.
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VISUAL DISCRIMINATION ACTIVITIES:

VISUAL MEMORY ACTIVITIES:

Visual discrimination is the ability to visually differentiate the forms and
symbols in one's environment.

Visual memory is the ability to accurately recall prior visual experiences.

Practice matching colors and forms.
Sort objects by size, color, and content.
Look at 4 or 5 items that are the same and one that is not the
same. Have your child find the one that is different or match
those that are the same.
Using nesting cubes or blocks, talk about the relationship of
sizes.

Use several small picture cards that are made up in sets of two.
Give the child one set. Show them a card from your set, remove
it and then let them look for the same card in their set.
Show the child a picture in a story book. Close the book. Have
your child tell you at least 3 things they saw in the picture.
Arrange items in a specific order. Have your child close their
eyes while you mix them up. Have your child put them back in
order-or name them in order from memory.

Use geometric shapes to make pictures.

Arrange 5 or 6 different items on a table. Cover the objects once
the child has observed the items for 5 seconds. See how many
objects the child can remember.

Play games such as "Slap Jack," "Go Fish," "Old Maid," and other
matching games.

Have your child close their eyes and describe something familiar
such as the clothes they are wearing or something in their room.

Point out common shapes in pictures from magazines.

Play the Memory Game. Start with matching 5 sets. Add
another set each time your child is successful.

Cut pictures from magazines and cut off parts of the objects.
(e.g., a leg off a table, a tail from an animal, etc.) Have your
child draw the missing part.
Match letters and numbers which are the same.

After dinner, have al! family members study the table. First
player closes their eyes while someone removes on object from
the table. The player opens their eyes and tries to determine
· what is missing. Continue to play until the table is c\eared!
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AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION ACTIVITIES:

AUDITORY MEMORY ACTIVITIES:

Auditory discrimination is the ability to receive and differentiate auditory
sounds and stimuli.

Auditory Memory is the ability to retain and recall auditory
Information.

Always verbalize experiences with your child (e.g., when
traveling, talk about what you are seeing).
Purchase musical C.D.s and encourage your child to hum and
then sing by imitating the music.
Tell your child a short nursery rhyme and ask your child to
repeat the rhyme.
Play a game by giving a two step direction for your child to
follow. Increase to a three step and a four step direction as your
child masters each level.
Play, "where is the sound?" by hiding a loud ticking clock and
have your child find it.

Ask your child to relate interesting events of the previous day.
Ask your child to name as many animals, foods, or articles of
clothing that they can remember.
Give your child simple directions: color the tree, color the circle,
and have your child follow the directions.
Have your child repeat simple number and letter sequences.
Say to your child, "Let's pretend we are going on a trip. I'm
' packing my suitcase and I put in a ___." Add items one at a
time and ask your child to repeat the items.
Play restaurant and ask your child to remember "food orders."

Have your child close their eyes. Ring a bell first on on the right
side and then in different directions. Have your child turn
towards the source of the sound.

Pick a s'pecial word from a story that will be read many times.
Each time the word is read, have your child raise their hand.

Clap a simple rhythm and have your child repeat the rhythm.

Clap your hands in a special rhythm and then have your child
repeat the clapping sequence.

Have your child close their eyes and listen while you perform
common sounds such as bouncing a ball, snapping fingers,
turning on water, knocking on a door. Have your child identify
the sound.
16

Have your child draw a picture about the story they have just
listened to. Have them tell you about what they have drawn.
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES:

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES:

Receptive language development is the ability to understand words in
accord with chronological age.

Expressive language development is the ability to express oneself
verbally.

Play "I Spy" (a color, a shape, etc.). Say "I spy something you
don't see" and describe the color, shape, etc.

Have your child use a play or real telephone and have
conversations.

Describe something in the room and have your child try to guess
what you have described.

Use a play microphone and have your child introduce
themself, sing a song, recite a nursery rhyme, etc.

Give directions which ask your child to place something on,
behind, in front of, between, under, and next to.

Show your child an object and have them describe it.

Have pictures of animals. Give a descriptive word and have your
child choose the animal that fits the description.

Have your child 1091< at photographs or pictures and describe
what they see.

Ask your child to pantomime activities such as: show me how
you wash dishes, drive a car, brush your teeth, etc.

Make a "touch and feel" box. Place a familiar object in the box
and have your child touch the object without looking at it. Have
your child describe what they feel.

Have pictures of community workers and describe one action
that worker may do. Have your child identify the worker.

Let your child draw a picture. On the bottom of the paper write
exactly what your child dictates as they describe their picture.

Have your child point to various parts of the body. Tell them to
point to their chin, their elbow, their shoulders, etc.

Using a story book, have your child "read" the story by telling
you about the pictures.

Put several items on the table. Describe one and have your child
pick the one you have described.

let your child make their own book by cutting pictures from a
magazine. Have y our child "read" their book by describing
the picture.
19
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COMPREHENSION ACTIVITIES:
Reasoning Comprehension is the ability to use judgment and reasoning
as the child understands his or her environment.
Read to your child and ask questions about the story.
Buy a commercial set (or make your own) of pictures showing
opposites such as: front-back, hot-cold, old-new.
Gather many pictures of various items. Have your child sort the
pictures according to association such as: food, animals,
furniture, clothes.
Gather various item of differing textures and have your child
sort the items such as: plastic, metal, rough, and smooth.
Have your child sort items according to color and size.
Have your child make "same" and "different" comparisons
between things - such as: how are a dog and cat the
same/different?
Have your child complete various sentences such as:
Food is to___ Clothes are to ____
Scissors are to ____
After you read to your child, have him/her sequence the story;
what happened first, what happened next.

20

CONTINUUM OF DEVELOPMENTAL

MILESTONES:

The Building Blocks for learning {2.6 years - 6.6 years)
GROSS MOTOR
Jumps Off Floor
Walks 8' line
Throws Ball
Hops On One Foot
Balances on One Foot
Catches Ball
Bounces Ball
Gallops
Skips
Jumps Rope

FINE MOTOR
Strings Beads
Screws 1" Nut and Bolt
Copies Circle, Traces
Copies+, V
Copies Square
Cuts Circle
Copies Triangle
Copies Letters
Copies Words,
Copies Sentences

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Matches Colors
Matches Shapes
Matches Pictures
Recognizes Alike/Different
Matches Designs
Compares Size - Small to Larg,e
Matches Number
Matches Letter
Matches Words

VISUAL MEMORY
Names Objects Seen
Recalls Pictures
Tells Missing Items
Produces Sequences/2
Produces Sequences/3
Builds 5-Block M odel
Produces Sequences/4
Produces Design Seen
Recalls Words

AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Identifies Common Sounds
Identifies Location of Sound
Repeats Beginning Sounds
Repeats Ending Sounds
Repeats Medial Sounds
Hears Differences in Sounds
Identifies Beginning Sounds
Matches Rhyming Words
Matches Beginning Sounds with Pictures
Matches Ending Sounds with Pictures

AUDITORY MEMORY
Repeats 2 Digits
Repeats S Syllables
Repeats 3 Numbers
Follows 2 Steps
Repeats 11 Syllables
Follows 3 Steps
Repeats 4 Numbers
Recalls Story Facts
Answers Sequence
Questions
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UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT:

CONTINUUM CONTI UED:
RECEPTIVE LANUAGE
Understands Nouns
Understands Action Pictures
Knows Basic Body Parts
Understands Prepositions
Identifies Described Pictures
Understands Categories
Understands Plurals
Knows Directionality {Right/Left)
Understands Directional Concepts
Matches Written Word to Spoken Word

COMPREHENSION
Understands "Big and Little"
Discriminates "Long and Short"
Makes Associations
Understands Basic Number Concepts
Names Consequences
Uses Quantitative Concepts
Makes Comparison
Sequences
Classifies
Recognizes Causi and Effect

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE
Names Common Objects
Names Uses of Objects
Names Actions
Answers Questions
Gives Purpose
Describes Picture
Tells Story from Sequence
Describes Object
Defines Simple Words
Uses Irregular Plurals

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
Shows Feelings
Interacts with Peers
Plays Cooperatively
Seeks New Experiences
Separates from Parents
Maintains Interest
Shows Pride
Shows Social Awareness
Demonstrates Responsibility
Aware of Consequences

Oe\/eloped 1986, Revalidated 1992, 2000, 2005, 2010, 2015/16
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Social-Emotional Development is the ability to relate meaningfully to
others and be accepted in both one-to-one and group situations.
Research indicates that emotional relationships start with
attachment bonds. Ways to encourage this type of bonding
include:
Smile and look children in their eyes when speaking
with them.
Spend as much time with the young child as possible.
Get on the floor, listen, and establish eye contact.
Use appropriate touch to comfort.
Help children learn appropriate social-emotional body
language (how close to stand, how to use eye contact,
when to touch, how to touch.)
Remember that there are many styles of forming and
maintaining relationships - a shy child is not necessarily
an unattached child.· 1f a child is having a hard time
engaging with others, help facilitate this by inviting
another child with the same temperament to play.
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SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL CONT'D:

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Social-Emotional development is the ability to relate meaningfully to
others and be accepted in both one-to-one and group situations.

Milestones in Social-Emotional Skills
Infant Toddler
Looks attentively at your face
Responds with a smile
Smiles or vocalizes for attention
Is shy with strangers
Explores the environment
Gives affection

Visually follows person
Gets excited by a toy
Holds out arms to be picked up
Plays peek-a-boo
Plays pat-a-cake
Explores and returns

Ages Three - Five
Initiates own play activities
Shows curiosity and interest in
Takes turns and shares
his/her surroundings
Feels good about self
Works and plays cooperatively
Accepts limits/Follow rules
with other children
Accepts responsibility
Begins to participate with others
Eager to do new tasks
in large groups
Separates from parents
Shows concern for others and
Follows directions
their property
Pays attention
Does simple tasks independently
Ages Six - Eight
Gets along with others
Is respectful of peers and authority
Takes part in group activities
Puts forth reasonable effort in classroom
Works well independently
Approaches situations with confidence
Functions well in classroom
Completes assigned tasks on time
Is eager to learn new tasks
Verbal communication is clear
Behaves positively with peers/classmates
Stays attentive while doing tasks 15 to 20 minutes

24

listen to the child and respond to the importance of what
he/she tells you. What a child "tells," he/she believes to be
important enough to talk about; something he/she did or saw,
something that happened in school, etc.
Include the child whenever it is possible to do so in decisions
that effect him/her; where the family might go or what clothes
to wear.
Give reasonable tasks around the house for which your child is
expected to be responsible; caring for belongings, clearing the
tab!e, etc.
Praise your child when they start and finish tasks.
Encourage social interaction with friends. If friends are not
available in the neighborhood, provide a means of getting
children together.
Set reasonable limits for behavior that your child can understand
and that they can achieve.
Sometimes when a child expresses deep emotion, they may
want to, or need to, talk about it. At such times, "ask
questions," rather than "give answers." Let your child also ask
you questions. Be as honest, and as open-minded and as
sensitive to your child's feelings as you can.
To grow healthy and strong, children should have nutritious food, plenty
of sleep, exercise and fresh air. Children also have emotional needs. To
be both healthy and happy, children require:
Love, Acceptance, Security, Protection, Independence, and Guidance.
25
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WHAT CAN I DO AS TEACHER/PARENT TO
HELP STRENGTHEN DEVELOPMENT?
1. Try to provide uninterrupted playtime every day, and help your
child find easy access to open-ended materials.
2. Try to buy as few single-purpose, media-linked, and electronic toys
as possible.
3. When buying a toy, ask the following: What is the potential of this
toy for fostering imaginative play and creative problem solving? A good
toy is 90% child and 10% toy.
4. Try to give your child as many concrete experiences with everyday
activities as you can.
5. Think about things around the house that can expand opportunities
for creative play.
6. Keep your child's screen time to a minimum so that it does not
interfere with active play. The American Academy of Pediatrics
recommends no more that one to two hours of quality screen time for
older children and no screen time for children under the age oUwo.
7. Encourage more time together through talking, eating meals
together, and playing together.
8. limit extra-curricular activities, especially before the age of eight
years of age.
9. Push down academics does not make brighter children. Many of our
school environments are not "developmentally friendly." The emphasis
should be on turning curious children into lifelong learners.
10. Support developmentally appropriate early childhood programs
that promote social-emotional development. Young children are learning
how to function in a group setting, listen and take directions, and how to
regulate their emotions.
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NOTES:

OUR SERVICES:

Serving families and schools since 1984

DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENT:
•
Offered to Children Ages 2 ½ to 6 ½ years
•
Looks at milestones in all processing skill areas
•
Makes recommendations for further diagnostic
•

assessment when necessary

Written profile provided as well as Developmental
Materials and Information Booklet

KINDERGARTEN READINESS ASSESSMENT:
•
Offered to Children who are age-eligible to attend
Kindergarten
•
Profile looks at all processing skills needed for success in
•

•

•

school

Recommendation for Kindergarten Readiness given
based on assessment for both private and public school
Materials on school readiness and Information Booklet
provided

GRADE PLACEMENT FOR OLDER CHILDREN:
•
Offered to children 7 years to 18 years
•
Profile looks at all processing skills needed for learning
•
Looks at Achievement Levels in areas of Reading,
•
•

Comprehension, Spelling, Written Expression, and Math
Grade Level Recommendations are made

Prescriptive Interventions and Referrals provided upon
request

STAFF INSERVICE AND PARENT WORKSHOPS
•
List of Topics provided upon request from school or
parent groups
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WHO IS CHANCY AND BRUCE EDUCATIONAL

RESOURCES, INC.?

Chancy and Bruce Educational Resources, Inc. was founded in the early

1980's as a unique service to help parents and educators understand the
developmental process for learning, as well as the importance of making
good decisions regarding grade placement. We specialize in

developmental assessment of children, parent education, staff

development, and prescriptive intervention.

The founders have extensive background in the field of Early Childhood
Education and Advanced Degrees in Special Education, Assessment of

Young Children and Learning Challenges. Longitudinal Research is

conducted continuously in the validation of Developmental Milestones in

children and appropriate recommendations that are given to parents and
educators.

Personnel are educators who have completed extensive training in the

Assessment of Children.

Contact Us
Chancy and Bruce Educational Resources, Inc.
16168 Beach Blvd., Suite #261
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
714-841-1257
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